This chapter deals with an extension of the process algebra ACP with rational time and integration. We determine a proper subdomain of the regular processes for which an elimination theorem holds, namely, for each pair of processes p0 ; p1 in this class there is a process q in this class such that p0kp1 and q are bisimilar. Some simple examples show that if this subdomain is enlarged, then the elimination result is lost. The subdomain is equivalent to the model of timed automata from Alur and Dill.
Introduction
In recent years, process algebras such as CCS, CSP and ACP, have been extended with constructs that mean to describe some notion of either discrete or dense time. This chapter is based on the approach of Baeten and Bergstra 3], which extends ACP with real time. They introduced the notion of integration, which expresses the possibility that an action occurs somewhere within a time interval. The construct R v2V p executes the process p, where the behaviour of p may depend on the value of v in the time interval V . In this chapter, we restrict to pre x integration, and integration is parametrized by conditions, which consist of inequalities between linear expressions of variables. These notions originate from Klusener 10] .
This chapter concerns regular processes. Traditionally, a process is regular if it consists of a nite number of states. However, here such a de nition would not work, due to the presence of the integral construct, which causes even nite processes to have an in nite number of transitions. Therefore, a regular process is de ned to be the solution of a linear speci cation, which is motivated by the fact that regular processes in the untimed case are exactly the solutions of linear speci cations.
For the sake of veri cation in process algebra, it is important to have an elimination theorem which says that the parallel composition of two regular processes is again a regular process. Namely, in general a veri cation deals with a process @ H (p 1 k kp k ), where p 1 ; :::; p k are regular. Elimination theorems have been deduced for regular processes in untimed ACP (see 4]), and in timed ACP without integration 6] . In this chapter, we set out to deduce an elimination theorem for regular processes in timed ACP with integration. A simple example will show that in general, the merge can not be eliminated from processes in this algebra. We will determine a subclass of`strongly' regular processes, for which an elimination theorem does hold. Furthermore, some more examples will show that the elimination result is lost if the subalgebra is enlarged in any obvious way.
At rst sight, the syntactic restrictions for the subdomain of strongly regular processes may seem quite arbitrary. However, if one studies the examples more closely, then it turns out that linear speci cations which do not satisfy these restrictions tend to describe di erent kinds of irregular behaviour, such as accelerations and oscillations. The subdomain seems to be su ciently wide for practical purposes, see e.g. Hillebrand 9] .
The subdomain of strongly regular processes can be linked to the class of timed automata from Alur and Dill 2]. It is not possible to obtain a precise translation between the processes in our subdomain and timed automata, due to the requirement of non-Zeno behaviour and the presence of fairness restrictions for languages accepted by timed automata. If these restrictions are discarded, then the classes of strongly regular processes and of timed automata turn out to be equivalent. Hence, the operations from ACP can be used to compose smaller timed automata into larger ones. This compositionality is missing in existing timed automata work.
The proof of the elimination theorem turns out to be deplorably complicated. In order to keep the exposition as simple as possible, the left merge , the communication operator j and the encapsulation operator @ H will be excluded from to the syntax.
The elimination result extends to the syntax which does incorporate these constructs without any complications.
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The Syntax and Semantics
This section contains a description of the syntax and semantics for ACP with relative time and integration, denoted by ACPrI, together with recursion. For the elimination result it is essential that we restrict the time domain to the rational numbers. 
Bounds and conditions
In the sequel, we assume a countably in nite set of time variables TVar. 
Process terms
We assume a countable alphabet A of atomic actions, together with a special constant , representing deadlock. In ACPrI, process terms are constructed from pre x integration, the alternative composition x+y, the merge xky and the time shift (b)x, where b is a bound. The time shift is an auxiliary operator that is needed in the operational semantics of the merge; the process (b)p denotes the process p that is shifted forward b time units in time. As binding convention, merge, integration and time shift bind stronger than alternative composition.
Assume a nite set V E of recursion variables, where each variable X in V E is supplied with an arity ar(X). The recursive speci cation E consists of a collection fX(v 1 ; :::; v ar(X) ) = t X j X 2 V E g; where v 1 ; :::; v ar(X) are distinct time variables, and t X is a process term constructed from integration, the alternative composition, the merge, the time shift, and expressions of 
Free variables and substitutions
In general, one cannot attach a transition system to a process term that contains time variables which are not bound by an integral sign. Therefore, we need the notion of a time-closed process. In the term Table 1 contains an operational semantics for time-closed processes, taken from 7]. We focus on relative time, i.e. we assume that an expression a r] denotes an action a that is executed exactly r time units after the previous action has been executed. Time starts at zero, which means that actions with negative time stamps do not display any behaviour.
Operational semantics
The timed deadlock r] idles until time r. For example, the process ?! p , -if U r (p) and pBq, then U r (q).
The rules in Table 1 Proof. Omitted.
The following example shows that the merge of two regular processes is not always a regular process. We prove an elimination theorem for the algebra of strongly regular processes.
Two counter-examples
First, we present two more examples to show that this elimination result would get lost if the de nition of strong regularity were less restrictive. The process X 1 kY 1 (with aja 0 = ) is not regular. Clearly, the nth a 0 -action of Y 1 is executed at absolute time n?1=2. An easy calculation learns that if X 1 executes its rst action at time r, then its nth action will be executed at absolute time n ? (1 ? r)t n , where
So if (1 ? r)t n = 1=2 for some n, then X 1 kY 1 will get into a deadlock after n ? 1 times executing a. The equalities r = 1 ? 1=(2t n ) for n = 1; 2; ::: yield an in nite partition of the interval h0; 1i, so according to Lemma 3.1 X 1 kY 1 is not regular.
(End example)
Orderings on bounds
Before giving the proof of the elimination theorem for strongly regular processes, rst we present some de nitions and results on orderings on bounds that shall be crucial ingredients in this proof. 
An example
We present an example of a merge of two simple strongly regular processes, which itself can only be described by a much more complicated linear speci cation. The idea behind this speci cation is quite easy. Process p will execute X until it reaches (absolute) time k, when it executes a 0 , after which it continues with X. The process p has the possibility of executing a 0 or at time k if it has executed an a after time k ? 1. So if this is the case, then the linear speci cation must take into account the execution of a 0 at k. Similarly, p can execute an a after k ? 1 if it has executed an a after k ? 2. So if this is the case, the linear speci cation must take into account the execution of a after k ? 1, etc.
The equations of the X i for i = 1; :::; k ? 1 register whether a is executed after time i or not. If so, then X i+1 is triggered, and otherwise X i is repeated. Finally, X k takes into account the execution of a 0 . ?! ::: such that (s i ; a i ; s i+1 ) 2 E for i = 0; 1; 2; ::: Furthermore, the trace may have to satisfy certain fairness requirements, e.g. that it reaches a speci c state an in nite number of times.
In the extension of automata with time from Alur and Dill 2], the elements of E are supplied with time constraints on`clock variables'. Such constraints are disjunctions of expressions of the form x2r, with x a clock variable and r 2 Q >0 and 2 2 f<; >; ; g. Moreover, there is a construct x := 0, which denotes that while executing a transition, clock x is set back to zero. A trace is only accepted by a timed automaton if its transitions are performed at times that all clocks satisfy their constraints. Furthermore, accepted traces must satisfy the required fairness constraints. Finally, Zeno behaviour is excluded from timed automata, i.e. traces are only accepted if they progress beyond any moment in time.
The algebra of strongly regular processes can be linked to the class of timed automata. The fairness restrictions and the non-Zeno requirement are obstacles for the translation between timed automata and strongly regular processes, since ACPrI does not take into account such semantic restrictions. However, if these restrictions are discarded, then the classes of strongly regular processes and of timed automata turn out to be equivalent.
A strongly regular process can be translated to the setting of timed automata as The process X describes the behaviour of the automaton.
